In this study, we present the experimental results demonstrating the functionality of our recently developed "balancing device" for walking restoration in patients with spinal cord injuries. Since we are preparing this device for testing on dogs, we program the analytical core of the device to recognize both stance and swing phases of the dog gait, the direction that the dog is falling, as well as selecting a suitable balancing strategy to prevent falling. The analytical core of the device is a commercial microcontroller, the Teensy, which is able to provide suitable stimulation commands and intensities as a voltage for delivery to the stimulation circuit and target muscles. We show the functional schematic of the device along with experimental results obtained by testing the device in a simulated robotic dog. Results show that the sensory system of the animal lost by spinal cord injury can be replaced by the sensing core of the device and the analytical core can provide appropriate stimulation control to balance the body of a dog. All test results are obtained using our robot test-bed and living animals are not involved in this study.
Introduction

A Background on Functional Electrical Stimulation Devices and Application of Sensors in Gait Event Detection and Control
Micro-electronics have recently emerged as the central part of many devices and lab equipment in biology and neuroscience [1] [2] [3] . One application is in electrical stimulation of nerve tissues and body organs which is important in neuroscience both in understanding the mechanisms of neuronal activity and animal behavior and as a tool for treatment of central and peripheral nervous system disease [4] .
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is a technique that applies electrical charge to muscles and organs for rehabilitation and achievement of dynamic movements [5] [6] [7] . Neural prostheses to deliver FES may have an analytical and stimulation core to gather data from sensors and actively control the electrical charge delivered to muscles using electrodes [8] . Timing control for stimulation is necessary and important for these devices and, therefore, the sensing core of the device must gather information about the gait phases [9] [10] [11] . Different FES systems utilize different sensors and different timing control methods depending on the moving function the device aims to assist or replace and the remaining abilities of patient after neural injuries. Usually, a combination of different sensors is used in an FES system to gather gait data in real time. Accelerometers, gyroscopes, and force-sensitive resistors are common sensors that are utilized in FES systems.
A common application of FES is in drop-foot stimulator devices where the peroneal nerve and tibialis anterior muscle are stimulated during the swing phase of the gait to raise the toes and prevent falling [12, 13] . The force-sensitive resistor is the most common sensor used in such stimulators to control stimulation timing. This sensor is placed inside the shoe and under the heel. When patient lifts the heel from the ground, the force is removed from the sensor or heel switch. This indicates the start of swing phase and stimulation is initiated. Once the force is reapplied on the sensor, stimulation is terminated. Some researchers developed advanced stimulators for this purpose to detect more gait events and assist patients suffering from dropped foot. Melo et al. [14] invented a gait neuro-prosthesis to help these patients using FES. They selected Arduino MCU as their computational modulus to obtain data from Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and force-sensitive resistors and then calculate and control the actuation command to target muscles.
For some FES systems with simple application of stimulation and gait detection methods, a smaller number of sensors are used. Monaghan et al. [15] utilized a single gyroscope attached on the shank of the human patient to measure shank angular velocity and detect stance/swing phase of the foot. For complicated systems with FES applications, more accurate gait event detection is needed, which has encouraged extensive research in this field to propose different methods and algorithms. As an example, Zahradka et al. [16] designed a real-time system using two inertial measurement units to detect seven phases of the gait with very high reliability.
In this study, we develop a wearable neuro-prosthetic device to replace sensory functions of patients that suffer spinal cord injuries. We first design this device for dogs that we selected as our animal subject. We design an advance sensing core for this device to determine and calculate the stimulation command based on three timing controls. The first timing control is based on the hip orientation of the patient. The second is based on stance/swing phase gait detection, and the third is based on gait abnormalities during swing phase. In this paper, we omit discussion of the third timing control since it is the subject of another study, which will be reported elsewhere.
In our previous work [17] , we designed and built a FES-based wearable device using an Arduino Uno board that could be used for stimulation of hindleg muscles of dogs suffering from spinal cord injury. The sensing core of this balancing device includes a single IMU attached to the pelvis of the dog to gain data about pelvis angle of rotation. Timing control for the stimulation was based solely on hip orientation. To study the healthy gait of the dog, we used VICON software (Vicon Industries, Inc, Hauppauge, NY, USA) [18] to track the gait of a healthy dog on the treadmill. Our test results showed that the pelvis of the healthy dog does not rotate much during normal walking. However, during abnormal gait, dramatic rotation of the pelvis occurs before falling. We concluded that falling occurs when the pelvis angle of rotation exceeds a critical value, which can be determined by the veterinarian for each individual dog. This critical value can be measured using an IMU attached to the hip and can be used as an indication of falling. The Arduino calculates the necessary neural stimulation command when data obtained from the IMU indicates falling and, in turn, provides the voltage or charge needed for muscle stimulation. To test this balancing device, we built a bionic test-bed to mimic stimulation responses of dog hindlimbs [19] . This robot had two legs designed based on canine anatomy, with motorized hip and hock joints. Using this test-bed, we programmed Arduino to provide stimulation and balance the robodog to prevent falling.
While our previous design showed excellent results regarding balancing of the robot using our proposed balancing strategies, the simple sensing core of the device made it difficult to use the real animal unless offline data was gathered from VICON for each individual animal patient. The previous device did not have a separate sensing core for gait detection of the robot/animal, and data identifying the robot gait were gathered from robot motion control sensors, not dedicated external sensors on the device. The device was not able to independently detect gait phases and anomalous gait events or measure the joint angles of the leg of the animal in real time.
In our current study, we replace the Arduino board with a more powerful Teensy 3.2 processor board [20] and add three additional external IMUs to the sensing core of the device in order to track all Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 5144 3 of 29 the gait events and gait abnormalities of the animal in real time. The Teensy 3.2 is physically smaller in comparison with Arduino UNO, which makes it more suitable for a lightweight wearable device. It also provides additional I/O pins for external components, a more powerful computing processor for performance of complex operations, and two I 2 C buses to allow communication with external sensor devices. Using this microcontroller, we are able to attach four IMUs simultaneously and test new balancing strategies in a more advanced bionic test-bed with three motorized hip, knee, and hock joints. Test results for this advanced sensing core of the device is reported in this paper, and the robot motion control sensors are only used as a reference to validate the accuracy of the sensing core of our system. We show that our device can recognize which limb is at the stance/swing phase and identify the active limb needed to receive stimulation based on a selected strategy. We program our microcontroller to provide several different stimulation commands, based on proposed strategies. The robotic test-bed is used to mimic the responses. Four IMUs attached on the hip, femur, tibia, and metatarsus of the patient can obtain global information about patient gait in real time. Unlike our previous study, in which we used offline data obtained from VICON on abnormal gait motion to balance the patient body, here we use real-time data from the advanced sensing core of our device to identify abnormalities in the natural gait. In the next section, we provide more information about our new device and the functions this novel neuro-prosthesis can perform to assist patients with disabilities.
Innovation and Motivation for Current Study
The central nervous system of quadrupeds, which includes the brain and spinal cord, plays a key role in controlling body movements [21, 22] . Damage to these organs can cause severe permanent disabilities and any treatment is limited in efficacy because it is not possible to regenerate lost nerve cells [23] . To help patients, neural prostheses are used to assist, rehabilitate, reduce pain, and restore normal bodily functions [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) as a useful rehabilitation method can apply electrical charge to stimulate peripheral nerves and restore motor functions lost by injury.
Dogs are excellent animal subjects in which to study spinal cord disease and rehabilitation because spinal cord injuries in dogs cause the same debilitating effects as in humans. The outcome of this injury for a dog can be weakness in hindlimb muscles and loss of sensation causing disability in walking and maintaining balance. While many dogs suffering such disease will completely lose their ambulatory functions in the hindlimbs, some of them are still able to make walking movements through muscle reflexes elicited when the toes touch the ground. However, due to lack of sensory feedback information ascending to the coordinating centers in the brain, such dogs will lose their balance after a few steps when the hindquarters tilt, and the animal will fall because of an inability to correct this process.
To restore walking, our idea is to attach four IMUs on the pelvic, femur, tibia, and metatarsus region of the dog to gain information about angle of rotation at the pelvis and hip, knee, and hock flexion angles ( Figure 1 ). Using this information, we can track dog gait in real time.
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To develop our new balancing device, we propose that both gait phases can be controlled by electrical stimulation to restore walking. During swing phase, IMUs should measure the joint angles and stimulate muscle nerves based on data from normal joint angles of the gait to force the leg to follow normal trajectory lines. This method is not the subject of the current study and will be explained in a separate paper. During the stance phase, our aim is to balance the pelvis to prevent falling. The IMU on the pelvis measures the pelvis rotational angle and, when it reaches a falling threshold condition, the appropriate muscles are actuated to correct pelvis orientation and maintain balance. Since the stimulation strategies during stance and swing phases are different, our balancing device should be programmed to swiftly recognize the stance and swing phase of the gait for each leg.
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To develop our new balancing device, we propose that both gait phases can be controlled by electrical stimulation to restore walking. During swing phase, IMUs should measure the joint angles and stimulate muscle nerves based on data from normal joint angles of the gait to force the leg to follow normal trajectory lines. This method is not the subject of the current study and will be explained in a separate paper. During the stance phase, our aim is to balance the pelvis to prevent falling. The IMU on the pelvis measures the pelvis rotational angle and, when it reaches a falling threshold condition, the appropriate muscles are actuated to correct pelvis orientation and maintain balance. Since the stimulation strategies during stance and swing phases are different, our balancing device should be programmed to swiftly recognize the stance and swing phase of the gait for each leg. In our previous work [19] , we extensively discussed the design of our robotic test-bed and showed the accuracy of the robot in mimicking dog walking gait and the joints' control systems to stimulation commands that resemble the muscle response to stimulation. We also showed two strategies to maintain pelvic equilibrium during the stance phase while the knee joint was fixed. In addition, we relied on the robot dog simulator actuator potentiometers to tell us the joint angles for real-time gait and balance correction. This approach, while allowing us to develop and test algorithms on our robotic dog simulator, cannot be used on a live animal.
In the current work, we have advanced the sensing core of the device to measure joint angles using multiple IMU devices on the dog leg. These sensors allow us to quickly measure the leg postures and select the appropriate balancing strategy based on the body condition and orientation. We will explain the complete device structure and connections in the following sections. In summary, we can categorize the device functions into the following divisions: Function 1. Device recognizes the stance and swing phase of each leg, Function 2. Device recognizes if the body tilts from the side on which the leg is at stance or swing phase, In our previous work [19] , we extensively discussed the design of our robotic test-bed and showed the accuracy of the robot in mimicking dog walking gait and the joints' control systems to stimulation commands that resemble the muscle response to stimulation. We also showed two strategies to maintain pelvic equilibrium during the stance phase while the knee joint was fixed. In addition, we relied on the robot dog simulator actuator potentiometers to tell us the joint angles for real-time gait and balance correction. This approach, while allowing us to develop and test algorithms on our robotic dog simulator, cannot be used on a live animal.
In the current work, we have advanced the sensing core of the device to measure joint angles using multiple IMU devices on the dog leg. These sensors allow us to quickly measure the leg postures and select the appropriate balancing strategy based on the body condition and orientation. We will explain the complete device structure and connections in the following sections. In summary, we can categorize the device functions into the following divisions: Function 1. Device recognizes the stance and swing phase of each leg, Function 2. Device recognizes if the body tilts from the side on which the leg is at stance or swing phase, Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 5144 5 of 29 Function 3. Device selects the suitable balancing strategy at stance phase to maintain pelvic equilibrium and balance the body, Function 4. Device stimulates muscle nerves at swing phase to force the leg to follow normal trajectory lines.
In this work, we explain our approach to Functions 1, 2 and 3 of our balancing device. Function 4 and a final validation test on live animals that we are currently working to implement are the subjects of separate papers.
Materials and Methods
Hardware Set-Up
Our balancing device includes three cores: sensing, analytical, and stimulation. The stimulation core includes electrical charge delivery. The sensing core consists of four IMUs connected to Teensy 3.2 using two I 2 C buses. These IMUs are attached to the pelvis, femur, tibia, and metatarsus of the dog hindlimbs to obtain rotation rates and acceleration data of these joints and bones as the dog walks. Using these data, the analytical core can calculate hip, knee and hock joint angles during walking and stimulation. The analytical core also calculates the stimulation command based on a selected strategy. The stimulation signal then is applied to Pulse Width Modulation(PWM) pins connected to H-bridge and stimulation circuit and, when fully implemented on an actual dog patient, electrodes. Each H-bridge (TB6612FNG dual motor driver carrier, Pololu Corporation, Las Vegas, NV, USA) has two outputs suitable to be connected to a separate stimulation circuit and a pair of electrodes ( Figure 3 ). The stimulation circuit consists of an IC 7555 timer (NXP Semiconductors, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) to generate~80 Hz pulses and a transformer with 220 v primary to 12 v, 100/150 mA secondary, which is reversely connected. This is a typical muscle stimulator circuit that can be found commercially [29] . A stimulation circuit and a pair of electrodes connected to a single H-bridge output is used to stimulate muscles for increasing a joint angle, and the other circuit and electrode pair apply stimulation to muscle, which pulls the bone to decrease the angle of the same joint. Figure 3 shows the device sensing and analytical core as well as the pin connection for only one motor driver carrier. It also shows the connection of this motor driver to stimulation circuit and pair of electrodes.
For the current device shown in Figure 3 , we have used skin electrodes that are safely placed on the skin and stimulate underlying tissue. However, this device can be advanced to be compatible to wireless micro/nano implantable electrodes to activate nerves by applying smaller currents. The system with implantable electrodes is more complex since surgery and precise application of electrical charge are needed. During the last decade, scientists proposed designs for micro/nano switches [30, 31] that can have applications as a structure of implantable electrodes. In addition, biocompatible materials that can be suitably implanted in body and work on body temperature have been investigated, which are suitable to be used as the material of stimulation electrodes [32, 33] . Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, For the current device shown in Figure 3 , we have used skin electrodes that are safely placed on the skin and stimulate underlying tissue. However, this device can be advanced to be compatible to wireless micro/nano implantable electrodes to activate nerves by applying smaller currents. The system with implantable electrodes is more complex since surgery and precise application of electrical charge are needed. During the last decade, scientists proposed designs for micro/nano switches [30, 31] that can have applications as a structure of implantable electrodes. In addition, biocompatible materials that can be suitably implanted in body and work on body temperature have been investigated, which are suitable to be used as the material of stimulation electrodes [32, 33] .
The Teensy microcontroller uses PWM output to adjust the intensity of stimulation based on pelvis angle of rotation obtained from IMU #1 and the specific strategy. Electrodes deliver charges to the target muscles and make the stimulation core of our device. To test our device using our robotic The Teensy microcontroller uses PWM output to adjust the intensity of stimulation based on pelvis angle of rotation obtained from IMU #1 and the specific strategy. Electrodes deliver charges to the target muscles and make the stimulation core of our device. To test our device using our robotic dog test-bed, we removed the electrodes and stimulation circuits and connected the Teensy output to the robot joint motors using our two TB6612FNG dual motor driver carriers [34] . We also read the robot joint potentiometers and obtained data from these sensors as well. These potentiometers read the position of the motor shaft and report accurate joint angles. However, we used the data obtained from potentiometers only for comparison with and validation of the data that we derive from IMUs about joint angles. All the device cores and device to test-bed hardware connections have been listed in Table 1 . 
Our robotic test-bed is shown in Figure 4 with IMUs of the device attached to the right limb. Our robot dog is in a balanced posture at Figure 4a and the unbalanced posture with inclined pelvis tilted to the left has been shown in Figure 4b . We have designed this robot based on the anatomy of dog hindquarters with three motor-potentiometer joints for this robot to mimic hip, knee, and hock joint angle movements. We have simplified the dog hindquarters and modeled each limb as a three-link manipulator shown in Figure 5 . In this model, ball and socket joints and motor-potentiometer joints can provide rotational movements while rod and bushing joints can provide both rotational and up and down movements. Our test-bed design, based on this mechanism model, provides hindquarter motion and rates that compare accurately with those of an actual dog [19] .
In Figure 5 , we have shown the orientation of the IMUs. Using IMUs, we can read the velocities and accelerations in three directions and we use 'Direction Cosine Matrix Filter' [35] to filter IMU noise and calculate Roll, Pitch, and Yaw angles of IMU simultaneously. IMUs are calibrated based on a multi-position optimization method. They need to be moved by hand in multiple directions and placed in a set of different static positions for calibration before they are used. An open access Arduino library is available to acquire a set of data from the IMU and calibrate Pololu IMU products [36] . For our application, the robot leg moves in a sagittal plane of the robot dog only, and the roll angles of the IMUs are used to calculate the hip, knee, and hock joint angles in real time. Our IMU type is AltIMU-10 v5 [37] , and we get data with the resolution of 10 −3 every 10 ms.
When mimicking gait, we controlled the position of test-bed motor shafts by Teensy using our potentiometers. However, during balancing tests, the motor position is controlled using IMUs attached to the robot limb and potentiometer readings act as references for data comparison. [36] . For our application, the robot leg moves in a sagittal plane of the robot dog only, and the roll angles of the IMUs are used to calculate the hip, knee, and hock joint angles in real time. Our IMU type is AltIMU-10 v5 [37] , and we get data with the resolution of 10 every 10 ms.
When mimicking gait, we controlled the position of test-bed motor shafts by Teensy using our potentiometers. However, during balancing tests, the motor position is controlled using IMUs attached to the robot limb and potentiometer readings act as references for data comparison.
We connected the motors and potentiometers of the left limb to a separate Teensy 3.2 and Hbridge board. This Teensy is programmed to change the joint angles of the left leg for a specific time duration in order to tilt the dog pelvis. This open-loop motion is similar to the reflexive motion of the actual dog leg in an injured patient. Using this method, we can mimic the motion of the dog falling away from the left side and can test the balancing device. The right robot limb can then show the response to stimulation from the balancing device. All the connections from second Teensy board to the robot left limb are shown in Table 2 . We connected the motors and potentiometers of the left limb to a separate Teensy 3.2 and H-bridge board. This Teensy is programmed to change the joint angles of the left leg for a specific time duration in order to tilt the dog pelvis. This open-loop motion is similar to the reflexive motion of the actual dog leg in an injured patient. Using this method, we can mimic the motion of the dog falling away from the left side and can test the balancing device. The right robot limb can then show the response to stimulation from the balancing device. All the connections from second Teensy board to the robot left limb are shown in Table 2 . 
Function 1: Stance/Swing Phase Recognition
We program our Teensy microcontroller to determine gait stance and swing phases based on the angular velocity of the hip joint. The angular velocity can be easily obtained using rate gyroscopes on our second IMU attached to the femur.
In our previous study [17] , we showed VICON software could be used to obtain various data about animal gait including changes in animal joint angles during each step. We used Fourier series to approximate VICON discrete time data about joint angles as continuous time functions. Figure 6 shows the approximated hip joint angle and its angular velocity during the period of one step. As shown, during swing phase, when the dog lifts the limb from the ground and swings it forward, the angular velocity is less than zero. When the limb is at a stance phase and during the short period before and after stance phase when the toes are still in contact with the ground and forward motion still has not been started, the angular velocity is higher or close to zero. Even when the dog walks with an abnormal gait, the angular velocity during swing forward can be negative. Using the rate gyroscope, we can measure the angular velocity of the hip joint angle and identify that the leg is in swing forward condition and not suitable for receiving balancing stimulation.
short period before and after stance phase when the toes are still in contact with the ground and forward motion still has not been started, the angular velocity is higher or close to zero. Even when the dog walks with an abnormal gait, the angular velocity during swing forward can be negative. Using the rate gyroscope, we can measure the angular velocity of the hip joint angle and identify that the leg is in swing forward condition and not suitable for receiving balancing stimulation. 
Function 2: Recognition of Body Tilt Direction
Once the stance and swing phase of each leg is recognized, the tilt direction of the body from the side that the leg is in swing or stance phase can easily be determined using IMU attached on the pelvis of the dog. When IMU reads positive angles, it means that the dog is falling from the right side while negative angles mean the dog is falling from the left side. Assuming the right leg is in swing phase, to balance the body when dog is falling from the right side, the muscles of left leg at stance phase must be stimulated to bring the left side of the pelvis down to maintain equilibrium. If dog is falling from the left, the left leg muscles are stimulated to push the pelvis up.
Function 3: Software Programing and Balancing Strategies
In this study, the Teensy 3.2 microcontroller as our device analytical core is programmed to perform two tasks. The first is to run the test-bed. We need our robot to mimic normal dog walking for the right limb during stance/swing phase recognition test as well as falling during balancing tests. To program the walking, a control loop around the joint motors is used to control the position. The block diagram for each motor-potentiometer joint controlling has been shown in Figure 7 . The gait motion for each leg follows the average, representative, open loop gait based on approximated functions of joints angles found in our previous studies [17] . The legs follow the predetermined gait trajectories, but, for mimicking falling, we used the same controlling strategy for the left limb and with a separate Teensy that calculates the desired joints angles based on a modified falling function. This falling function changes the left limb joint angles over a few seconds to bring down the pelvis and mimic falling from the left side. 
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Function 3: Software Programing and Balancing Strategies
In this study, the Teensy 3.2 microcontroller as our device analytical core is programmed to perform two tasks. The first is to run the test-bed. We need our robot to mimic normal dog walking for the right limb during stance/swing phase recognition test as well as falling during balancing tests. To program the walking, a control loop around the joint motors is used to control the position. The block diagram for each motor-potentiometer joint controlling has been shown in Figure 7 . The gait motion for each leg follows the average, representative, open loop gait based on approximated functions of joints angles found in our previous studies [17] . The legs follow the predetermined gait trajectories, but, for mimicking falling, we used the same controlling strategy for the left limb and with a separate Teensy that calculates the desired joints angles based on a modified falling function. This falling function changes the left limb joint angles over a few seconds to bring down the pelvis and mimic falling from the left side. The second microcontroller task is to serve as our device stimulation core in our tests, calculate the stimulation command required to actuate target muscles, send it to motors to correct the pelvic orientation, and gather data from IMUs to obtain information about test-bed responses to stimulation. Figure 8 shows the block diagram for this controlling function. The pelvis rotational angle, , can be The second microcontroller task is to serve as our device stimulation core in our tests, calculate the stimulation command required to actuate target muscles, send it to motors to correct the pelvic orientation, and gather data from IMUs to obtain information about test-bed responses to stimulation. Figure 8 shows the block diagram for this controlling function. The pelvis rotational angle, α, can be read by IMU #1, and ∆x is the downward hip motion required for leveling the pelvis. If h is the width of dog pelvis, ∆x can be found from following equation:
The desired ∆x is zero when the pelvis and consequently the dog's body is in balance. Knowing the error between actual and desired ∆x, Teensy uses the selected strategy function, J(∆x), to calculate desired hip, knee and hock angles as follows:
and β, θ and ϕ are hip, knee, and hock joint angles, respectively. The actual joint angles are obtained by IMUs attached to femur, tibia, and metatarsus. Based on errors between desired and actual joints angles, Teensy runs motors CW or CCW until α and, consequently, ∆x goes close to zero. The second microcontroller task is to serve as our device stimulation core in our tests, calculate the stimulation command required to actuate target muscles, send it to motors to correct the pelvic orientation, and gather data from IMUs to obtain information about test-bed responses to stimulation. Figure 8 shows the block diagram for this controlling function. The pelvis rotational angle, , can be read by IMU #1, and ∆ is the downward hip motion required for leveling the pelvis. If ℎ is the width of dog pelvis, ∆ can be found from following equation:
The desired ∆ is zero when the pelvis and consequently the dog's body is in balance. Knowing the error between actual and desired ∆ , Teensy uses the selected strategy function, (∆ ), to calculate desired hip, knee and hock angles as follows:
where ϕ =
and , and are hip, knee, and hock joint angles, respectively. The actual joint angles are obtained by IMUs attached to femur, tibia, and metatarsus. Based on errors between desired and actual joints angles, Teensy runs motors CW or CCW until and, consequently, ∆ goes close to zero. In the next sections, we discuss the strategies we use for balancing. In the next sections, we discuss the strategies we use for balancing. Tables 3 and 4 summarize our balancing strategies. β 0 is the initial hip joint, θ 0 is the initial knee joint, and ϕ 0 is the initial hock joint angle. In Table 3 , three strategies have been shown for the situation in which the falling occurs from the side with the leg in swing phase and the muscles of the dog in stance phase must be stimulated to pull the pelvis down to balance the dog body. In Table 4 , we have shown two strategies that consider the dog falling from the side with the leg in stance phase. In this situation, dog muscles at stance phase are stimulated to push the pelvis up. The J function shown in Figure 8 has been calculated geometrically for each strategy and reported in Tables 3 and 4 .
Balancing Strategies
As we have shown in our previous study [19] , during the stance phase of normal dog walking, the knee joint remains almost fixed at 140 degrees. If a spinal cord-injured dog has the ability (through spinal cord reflexes that will not be impaired in the most common spinal cord injuries) to maintain this natural knee joint angle during stance phase of walking, the best strategy for balancing is to stimulate muscles attached to the hip and hock joint to level the pelvis and keep the knee joint unchanged. This condition can be fulfilled using strategy number 1.
Since the knee is a flexible joint, dogs will normally move it for several purposes and stimulating muscles attached to this joint for balancing is preferable for some circumstances. In the second strategy, we aimed to stabilize the body by changing knee and hock joint angles using charge stimulation and we kept the hip joint fixed. Table 3 . Strategies for falling from the side with the leg in swing phase.
Strategy Number 1
this natural knee joint angle during stance phase of walking, the best strategy for balancing is to stimulate muscles attached to the hip and hock joint to level the pelvis and keep the knee joint unchanged. This condition can be fulfilled using strategy number 1.
Since the knee is a flexible joint, dogs will normally move it for several purposes and stimulating muscles attached to this joint for balancing is preferable for some circumstances. In the second strategy, we aimed to stabilize the body by changing knee and hock joint angles using charge stimulation and we kept the hip joint fixed.
In strategy number 3, we change all joint angles to balance the pelvis, but we keep the metatarsus vertical to the ground. This method is suitable when dog weight is an important factor for falling. The vertical metatarsus helps the dog resist the weight of body during falling.
In the Strategy Numbers 4 and 5, we assume that the dog falls from the side on which the leg is at stance phase, and we correct the pelvis orientation by stimulation of the leg muscles at stance phase to move the pelvis up. For the Strategy Number 4, we keep the hip joint angle fixed and balance the hip by changing knee and hock joint angles. In Strategy Number 5, we stimulate muscle nerves to change all joint angles and return the metatarsus back to the vertical. Table 3 . Strategies for falling from the side with the leg in swing phase. 
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In the Strategy Numbers 4 and 5, we assume that the dog falls from the side on which the leg is at stance phase, and we correct the pelvis orientation by stimulation of the leg muscles at stance phase to move the pelvis up. For the Strategy Number 4, we keep the hip joint angle fixed and balance the hip by changing knee and hock joint angles. In Strategy Number 5, we stimulate muscle nerves to change all joint angles and return the metatarsus back to the vertical.
The programming flowchart for stimulation technique at stance phase has been illustrated in Figure 9 . As shown, the pelvis orientation is first determined using the angles calculated from data received from IMU #1. If the pelvis angle of rotation is higher than the critical value, we use the gyroscope reading of IMU #2 to determine the stance/swing phase of each leg. Once the leg at stance phase is recognized, the muscle of that leg is selected to be stimulated in order to correct the hip orientation. This is done by calculating the current hip, knee and hock joint angles based on the data received from IMU #2, #3, and #4 and determining the desired joint angles based on the strategies and Jacobean functions listed in Tables 3 and 4 . Stimulation of the muscles are continued until the pelvis of animal is leveled and the animal body gets balanced.
phase is recognized, the muscle of that leg is selected to be stimulated in order to correct the hip orientation. This is done by calculating the current hip, knee and hock joint angles based on the data received from IMU #2, #3, and #4 and determining the desired joint angles based on the strategies and Jacobean functions listed in Tables 3 and 4 . Stimulation of the muscles are continued until the pelvis of animal is leveled and the animal body gets balanced. 
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Stance/Swing Phase Recognition
In this section, we aimed to test our proposed method for stance/swing phase recognition using our test-bed. Having IMU #2 attached to the femur of the robot, we ran the test-bed to mimic dog walking gait and tracked both hip joint angles and angular velocities during one step. Figure 10 shows the hip joint angles read by the joint potentiometer and as calculated using IMU #2. As shown, our test-bed mimics the hip joint movements and the IMU readings can be used to determine angles. By comparing potentiometer and calculated angles from IMU, we can conclude that the IMU can suitably track the joint motion. This is important because a real animal does not have potentiometers on the leg joints, and the IMU will be used to measure the angles. In this figure, we have applied a moving average filter with a length of 10 to filter some noises in angles obtained from IMU readings and get smoother results.
By comparing potentiometer and calculated angles from IMU, we can conclude that the IMU can suitably track the joint motion. This is important because a real animal does not have potentiometers on the leg joints, and the IMU will be used to measure the angles. In this figure, we have applied a moving average filter with a length of 10 to filter some noises in angles obtained from IMU readings and get smoother results. Figure 11a shows the hip angular velocities read by our gyroscope. As seen, we experience some friction in our test-bed hip joint, which causes a disturbance in gyroscope readings. For example, we see in some parts of the swing phase when we expect the angular velocity to be negative that the gyroscope reads positive numbers. The same happens in some parts of the stance phase when expected positive gyroscopes are disturbed. Figure 11b shows the angular velocities we calculated from joint angles we showed in Figure 10 . As expected, the results shown in Figure 11b are noisy since they are calculated from derivatives of hip angular movements; therefore, none of these results read by gyroscopes or calculated from tracked hip joint angle can be used for our device to recognize the Stance/Swing phase of the gait. Figure 11a shows the hip angular velocities read by our gyroscope. As seen, we experience some friction in our test-bed hip joint, which causes a disturbance in gyroscope readings. For example, we see in some parts of the swing phase when we expect the angular velocity to be negative that the gyroscope reads positive numbers. The same happens in some parts of the stance phase when expected positive gyroscopes are disturbed. Figure 11b shows the angular velocities we calculated from joint angles we showed in Figure 10 . As expected, the results shown in Figure 11b are noisy since they are calculated from derivatives of hip angular movements; therefore, none of these results read by gyroscopes or calculated from tracked hip joint angle can be used for our device to recognize the Stance/Swing phase of the gait. To resolve this problem, we applied moving average filter of length of 12 to our gyroscope readings in order to filter our calculated angular velocities. Results shown in Figure 12 demonstrate that window filtering can resolve the problem of negative angular velocities during swing phase and positive ones during stance phase of the gait. Gyroscope readings provided better results than calculated velocities and can be used for gait phase recognition. To resolve this problem, we applied moving average filter of length of 12 to our gyroscope readings in order to filter our calculated angular velocities. Results shown in Figure 12 demonstrate that window filtering can resolve the problem of negative angular velocities during swing phase and positive ones during stance phase of the gait. Gyroscope readings provided better results than calculated velocities and can be used for gait phase recognition.
To resolve this problem, we applied moving average filter of length of 12 to our gyroscope readings in order to filter our calculated angular velocities. Results shown in Figure 12 demonstrate that window filtering can resolve the problem of negative angular velocities during swing phase and positive ones during stance phase of the gait. Gyroscope readings provided better results than calculated velocities and can be used for gait phase recognition. If we use our device with a live dog, it is very possible to have this sort of problem in our readings, especially if the gait is abnormal. We modify the window filtering applied to our results in order to obtain accurate data for gait phase recognition. If we use our device with a live dog, it is very possible to have this sort of problem in our readings, especially if the gait is abnormal. We modify the window filtering applied to our results in order to obtain accurate data for gait phase recognition.
Results of Balancing Strategies
To test the balancing device, we must first mimic the abnormal condition with our test-bed. We gradually change the hip, knee, and hock angles of the left robot limb in order to change the orientation of the pelvis. We assumed the critical value for pelvic orientation when a dog is at risk of falling is 10 degrees. We adjusted both legs at typical stance positions for a dog, with hip, knee and hock joint angles around 101, 140, and 129 degrees, respectively. We ran the left limb with Teensy #2 to produce abnormality in pelvic orientation that can be recognized by IMU #1 and Teensy #1 (device analytical core). Figure 13 shows the pelvic orientation changed from 0 to around 12 degrees in 5 s. This mimics the situation when a dog falls from the left.
When the left limb starts falling, it causes some noise at start-up which doesn't affect the balancing test results. This noise is around three seconds in Figure 13 . To test the balancing device, we must first mimic the abnormal condition with our test-bed. We gradually change the hip, knee, and hock angles of the left robot limb in order to change the orientation of the pelvis. We assumed the critical value for pelvic orientation when a dog is at risk of falling is 10 degrees. We adjusted both legs at typical stance positions for a dog, with hip, knee and hock joint angles around 101, 140, and 129 degrees, respectively. We ran the left limb with Teensy #2 to produce abnormality in pelvic orientation that can be recognized by IMU #1 and Teensy #1 (device analytical core). Figure 13 shows the pelvic orientation changed from 0 to around 12 degrees in 5 s. This mimics the situation when a dog falls from the left.
When the left limb starts falling, it causes some noise at start-up which doesn't affect the balancing test results. This noise is around three seconds in Figure 13 . Now that we can mimic falling, we used our proposed strategies to test the robot response to stimulation and balancing device functionality. Using the angle measurements from IMU #1, we monitor the hip angle. When the angle exceeded the threshold of 10 degrees, the balancing device produced a stimulation command based on the selected strategy. The device selected the maximum inclined angle read by IMU #1 as in Equation (1), read IMU #2, 3 and 4 to find hip, knee, and hock joint angles including those before stimulation, and calculated the final angles based on each of our strategies. Finally, it applied stimulation voltage to joint motors to balance the pelvis. We used our joint potentiometers as our reference for IMUs' data accuracy check. Now that we can mimic falling, we used our proposed strategies to test the robot response to stimulation and balancing device functionality. Using the angle measurements from IMU #1, we monitor the hip angle. When the angle exceeded the threshold of 10 degrees, the balancing device produced a stimulation command based on the selected strategy. The device selected the maximum inclined angle read by IMU #1 as α in Equation (1), read IMU #2, 3 and 4 to find hip, knee, and hock joint angles including those before stimulation, and calculated the final angles based on each of our strategies. Finally, it applied stimulation voltage to joint motors to balance the pelvis. We used our joint potentiometers as our reference for IMUs' data accuracy check. Figures 14-16 show the robot hip, knee, and hock joint responses to stimulation, respectively, based on strategy #1. In each of these figures, we have plotted the pelvis orientation at (a). As seen, when the pelvis declines more than 10 degrees, stimulation starts, and it gets balanced immediately. At (b), we have shown the stimulation command calculated by Teensy and output joint angles found from IMU readings. At (c), the joint angles found by IMUs are compared with potentiometers readings. Results show a good match between the two.
Based on strategy #1, the knee joint is kept fixed during stimulation. This has been shown in Figure 15b , c. The hip joint angle increases, and hock joint angle decreases to level the pelvis as shown in Figures 14 and 16b The robot hip, knee, and hock joint responses to stimulation based on strategy #2 are shown in Figures 17-19 , respectively, with pelvic orientation changes in (a), joint response in (b), and potentiometer reading comparison in (c). Based on this second strategy, the hip joint is kept fixed. During the experiment on the test-bed, when the knee and hock joints move, they may cause a little motion in the hip joint, but the motor at this joint returns the femur to the initial position. This causes a little noise in our reading for both IMUs and potentiometer.
If the device is used for a live animal and it is not able to fix the movement at the hip joint, stimulation must be applied to surrounding muscles to prevent this motion. To balance the hip, both knee and hock joints angles decrease as shown in Figures 18 and 19b,c. Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, The robot hip, knee, and hock joint responses to stimulation based on strategy #2 are shown in Figures 17-19 , respectively, with pelvic orientation changes in (a), joint response in (b), and potentiometer reading comparison in (c). Based on this second strategy, the hip joint is kept fixed. During the experiment on the test-bed, when the knee and hock joints move, they may cause a little motion in the hip joint, but the motor at this joint returns the femur to the initial position. This causes a little noise in our reading for both IMUs and potentiometer.
If the device is used for a live animal and it is not able to fix the movement at the hip joint, stimulation must be applied to surrounding muscles to prevent this motion. To balance the hip, both knee and hock joints angles decrease as shown in Figures 18 and 19b ,c. All three joints angles are decreased during the stimulation based on this strategy. We see appropriate accuracy for IMUs to find joint angles by comparison of data from IMUs and potentiometers at robot joints. All three joints angles are decreased during the stimulation based on this strategy. We see appropriate accuracy for IMUs to find joint angles by comparison of data from IMUs and potentiometers at robot joints. All three joints angles are decreased during the stimulation based on this strategy. We see appropriate accuracy for IMUs to find joint angles by comparison of data from IMUs and potentiometers at robot joints. To test strategies 4 and 5, we apply a falling command to the right leg of our robot using Teensy #1. As soon as the IMU reads numbers more than 10 degrees, Teensy calculates a new stimulation command based on our proposed strategies. Figures 23-25 show experimental results for strategy #4 with pelvic orientation changes in (a) and joint response measured by IMUs in (b). We see that appropriate stimulation can push the pelvis up and balance the body. The same results for strategy #5 have been shown in Figures 26-28 . To test strategies 4 and 5, we apply a falling command to the right leg of our robot using Teensy #1. As soon as the IMU reads numbers more than 10 degrees, Teensy calculates a new stimulation command based on our proposed strategies. Figures 23-25 show experimental results for strategy #4 with pelvic orientation changes in (a) and joint response measured by IMUs in (b). We see that appropriate stimulation can push the pelvis up and balance the body. The same results for strategy #5 have been shown in Figures 26-28 . To test strategies 4 and 5, we apply a falling command to the right leg of our robot using Teensy #1. As soon as the IMU reads numbers more than 10 degrees, Teensy calculates a new stimulation command based on our proposed strategies. Figures 23-25 show experimental results for strategy #4 with pelvic orientation changes in (a) and joint response measured by IMUs in (b). We see that appropriate stimulation can push the pelvis up and balance the body. The same results for strategy #5 have been shown in Figures 26-28 . The final pelvis orientation error for each strategy has been listed in Table 5 . As shown, the maximum error from our system and algorithm is 2.69 degrees. This orientation error, which is related to strategy #3, is within the normal range for pelvis orientation of the healthy dog. The smallest error is about 1.75 degrees, related to strategy #4. From these results, we conclude that our system is able to successfully apply voltage/charge until it balances the dog body and returns the pelvis to normal and acceptable orientation. In terms of the control system algorithm, none of these strategies show a clear advantage, since the final pelvis orientation error is small in all cases; however, for helping an actual disabled animal, the suitable strategy must be selected based on the remaining abilities of the dog after injury. For example, many of the injured individuals are still able to maintain 140 degrees for knee joint angles during walking. For these dogs, strategy #1 is the most suitable method of balancing since less electrical stimulation to muscle nerves is needed for balancing control. In fact, limited walking abilities of animal can play an important role in balancing. For dogs with more serious injuries, knee joint muscles may not be able to maintain a fixed angle at the knee joint. Strategy #2 or #3 should be selected for these dogs to help them stand and walk by applying electrical charges to suitable nerves of muscles supporting the knee joint.
Conclusions
In this study, we showed the functionality of our new balancing device, which has been designed to help spinal cord-injured dogs with the stepping ability to restore walking without falling. This The final pelvis orientation error for each strategy has been listed in Table 5 . As shown, the maximum error from our system and algorithm is 2.69 degrees. This orientation error, which is related to strategy #3, is within the normal range for pelvis orientation of the healthy dog. The smallest error is about 1.75 degrees, related to strategy #4. From these results, we conclude that our system is able to successfully apply voltage/charge until it balances the dog body and returns the pelvis to normal and acceptable orientation. In terms of the control system algorithm, none of these strategies show a clear advantage, since the final pelvis orientation error is small in all cases; however, for helping an actual disabled animal, the suitable strategy must be selected based on the remaining abilities of the dog after injury. For example, many of the injured individuals are still able to maintain 140 degrees for knee joint angles during walking. For these dogs, strategy #1 is the most suitable method of balancing since less electrical stimulation to muscle nerves is needed for balancing control. In fact, limited walking abilities of animal can play an important role in balancing. For dogs with more serious injuries, knee joint muscles may not be able to maintain a fixed angle at the knee joint. Strategy #2 or #3 should be selected for these dogs to help them stand and walk by applying electrical charges to suitable nerves of muscles supporting the knee joint.
In this study, we showed the functionality of our new balancing device, which has been designed to help spinal cord-injured dogs with the stepping ability to restore walking without falling. This device has a complete sensory system to recognize the critical condition when dog posture presents a risk of falling. We also demonstrated a technique to allow our device to swiftly select the correct limb at stance phase, which is in contact with the ground, as the target for stabilizing muscle stimulation. At the time of stimulation, the sensing core of the device provides all the required information about initial joint angles, and the final desired angles to balance the body are calculated by the device analytical core based on suitable balancing strategy. We proposed various balancing strategies for dogs with different needs, and our device can select the appropriate strategy based on body position in real time. We tested our device on a test-bed designed and built based on measured dog anatomy. This robot provides roll movements of the joints using DC motors and potentiometers to control the position of motor shafts. We show that these potentiometers could be used as reference sensors to provide joint angle data for comparison with data from IMUs.
We ran our test-bed to obtain hip gyroscope data and demonstrated that the device could recognize the limb at stance/swing phase when we filtered gyroscope readings with a moving average filter. We also tested three proposed balancing strategies with our robot and showed that our strategies worked suitably for leveling the pelvis and stabilizing the body. The good match between joints angles data received from IMUs and potentiometers in all experimental results demonstrates the accuracy of angles found from IMU readings and, consequently, the sensing core of our balancing device.
Although test results on the robot dog test bed show that our walking augmentation system works perfectly, the device must be tested on real animals. Some modifications of the control algorithm, balancing strategies, and stimulation timing may be needed based on the actual dog anatomy and adjusted for accurate muscle responses to electrical charges. Several sensors with wires may make this system difficult for a patient to wear and attach sensors to suitable places. To improve this system, we plan to look at methods to wirelessly connect IMUs to our system analytical core. Electrodes can be designed to be wireless and implantable as well. Implantable electrodes can be placed inside the body of the animal and stimulate nerves with smaller electrical charges. 
